
Welcome to the September issue of digital Golf Range Magazine!

Inside this issue, you will find the following features:

• Business of Teaching: Have you ever inserted a ‘starter’s time’ in your
lesson book or printed out a list of tasks you hate to do? Managing time
requires unusual but valuable tactics

• GRAA Top 25Teaching & Training Aids: Featuring V1 Pro – See how
Shawn Humphries and PGA Professional Joel Weitz use the video
analysis program to improve their students’ swings

• Video File: PGA Master Professional Brad Redding demonstrates
camera setup techniques that lead to a correct diagnosis

• Range Renovations: Player development programs required more
range capacity at Maderas G.C., but a much improved “arrival
experience” was also part of the strategy

• Player Development: The proactive approach and great programming
are needed to enjoy plenty of demand—Ak-Chin is working toward
those goals

Keep it fun and thanks for supporting the GRAA.

Best Regards,

Rick Summers
CEO & Publisher, GRAA
610-745-0862
rsummers@golfrange.org
Golf Ranges: Where the Fun Starts
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…the automatic choice 

To fi nd out how easy it can be 

to upgrade your range, with no risk 

and no capital investment, call: 

1-877-POWERT1 (1-877-769-3781) 
or visit www.powertee.com.
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World Leader in Range Automation

e for driving ranges and practice facilities.

Power Tee®  automatic tee systems have been chosen by 

more than 300 commercial golf ranges and many of the 

world’s most prestigious golf clubs. Here’s why:

Good for range owners

Power Tee is proven to attract new golfers, families 

and even non-golfers to driving ranges.  Our customers 

tell us that golfers who use Power Tee stay longer, hit 

more balls, take more lessons, buy more and better 

equipment, and come back more often. 

Commercial ranges that have upgraded to Power Tee 

and followed our simple 3-step formula have offset the 

effects of the recession on their business, and many are 

enjoying revenue increases of 20%, 30% or more.

Best of all, if implemented properly, a big part of that 

increased revenue can be pure profi t. Let us show you 

the numbers.

Good for golfers & teaching pros

Power Tee makes practice less work and more fun. 

Without having to release their grips, bend down and 

tee up a ball, golfers can maintain their stances, groove 

their swing and hit with more consistency. And, by not 

having to constantly correct grip, stance and alignment 

on every swing, pros can focus on teaching the fi ner 

points of swing mechanics.

This makes Power Tee one of the most productive 

practice aids available for golfers at every level.

Easy to upgrade your range

With Power Tee, there’s no capital expense, just a 

monthly rental. There’s minimal maintenance, an

d repairs are free of charge. There’s no cost for mat 

replacement, so you save $$ thousands every year.
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Tick, tock...22
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Ak-Chin Plan48

T E E I N G O F F
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Tex-Net Inc.
www.texnetusa.com

800-541-1123
Fax: 609-499-8227

763 B Railroad Ave. PO Box 92

Florence, NJ 08518

Installations NationwideCall for a free custom quote today.

The industry standard for over 30 years. 

TEX-NET CAN COMPLETE A TURNKEY NETTING SYSTEM ANY WHERE IN THE

COUNTRY OR FURNISH EVERY COMPONENT FOR IN-HOUSE INSTALLATION 

GOLF PRACTICE CAGES

WOOD AND STEEL POLES

STAMPED ENGINEERING IN ALL STATES

DESIGN AND TRAJECTORY SERVICES

RANGE LIGHTING 
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Since 1983, when we first introduced etched crystal awards to the golf 

industry, exceptional tournament presentations have been a given. Our 

easy-to-navigate selection, legendary customer service and reliable 

on-time-every-time delivery leave you time to do what you do best. Our 

partnership with the PGA™ and Golf Retirement Plus™ makes doing business 

with Sterling truly win-win.

TRADITION.
TODAY.

The Enduring Mark of Champions

800-543-1317

cs@sterlingcutglass.com

www.sterlingcutglass.com/golfawards

Follow Us On Twitter        @SCGGOLF

The PGA & PGA Championship names, logos and marks are a trademark of The Professional Golfers' Association of America.
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and Good for Your Life
Have you ever inserted a ‘starter’s time’ in your lesson
book? Ever printed out a list of tasks you hate to do?
Managing time requires unusual but valuable tactics.
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28 Top 25 Teaching & Training Aid: V1 Pro Video
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Fueled by patented Turbulator Technology and a new face material, the G30
®

 
adjustable driver is PING’s longest, most forgiving driver ever. In wind tunnel 
testing, crown turbulators are proven to reduce aerodynamic drag and increase 
clubhead speed. The T9S titanium face is thinner for higher ball speeds, and it’s 
lighter to keep the CG low and back for optimal launch and spin. The low/back CG – a 
proven PING innovation – also increases MOI for unmatched consistency. With 5 loft 
settings and high-balance-point shaft technology, the G30 is the fastest way to longer, 
more accurate drives. Visit a PING Fitting Specialist or ping.com. You’ll be better for it.

©2014 PING P.O. BOX 82000 PHOENIX, AZ 85071 PGA914

New T9S 
face material

5 loft
adjustments
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WWW.TRU-TURF.COM 

(559) 421-9005 

Call Today 

For a  

Free Quote! 

             INCLINE TRAINERS 

x� Helps Correct Swing Faults such as ‘Over the Top’ 

x� Portable, Lightweight, Realistic Hitting Surface 

x� Teaches Balance and Proper Weight Shifting 

x� Learn & Practice Shots from Sloping Lies 

             HITTING MATS 

x� Ultra Base Champion Panel System 

x� High Density Poly Hitting Turf 

x� Synthetic Grass Tee Line 

x� Custom Installation 

             CUSTOM PUTTING GREENS 

x� Ultra Base Champion Panel System 

x� PGA Member Owned and Operated 

x� 11 Stimp Nylon Putting Surface 

x� Vector Certified Installer 

GOLF’S INCLINE TRAINER 

A GOLF INSTRUCTION AID 
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Taking Care Of 

Your Synthetic ALL 
Turf  Needs  

Premier  

Synthetic Turf 

Installers Since 

1995 

Taking Care Of
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Making Putting 
Part of the Plan

F
or many golfers, a trip to the range might be a chance to tee it high and let it fly

with the driver.  But more facilities are seeing the value in having a place where

customers can enjoy a fun putting experience as well.

Like many things in golf, Scotland showed us the way – the Himalayas putting

course alongside the first fairway of the Old Course at St. Andrews might be the original

of its kind.  While miniature golf courses have been popular in the U.S. for years,

facilities are now starting to build putting courses that don’t involve hitting the ball

through a windmill or a clown’s mouth.

Pinehurst Resort’s Thistle Dhu and the Punchbowl at Bandon Dunes are a pair of

high-profile putting courses that have opened at resorts in recent years, and now one

of the country’s busiest ranges – Haggin Oaks in Sacramento, California – has opened

its own interpretation of a modern putting course.

As you can see from our story on the facility’s Mackenzie Putting Course, Haggin

Oaks built the course as a way to bring new people into the game and give time-strapped

families a chance to enjoy a golf experience together.  The Mackenzie Putting Course

may turn out to be a revenue booster for Haggin Oaks, and it is already being booked

for outings and fundraisers.

Check out the story to see some of the considerations and planning that Haggin

Oaks went through in deciding to add a putting course.  You never know, adding one

to your range facility might be a perfect way to get your business rolling. 

Rick Summers

CEO, GRAA

610-745-0862

rsummers@golfrange.org

Golf Ranges: Where the Fun Starts
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The Southern Texas PGA announced
that it has partnered with TGA Premier

Junior Golf to bring TGA’s Player Pathway
to the Southern Texas Section and
“seamlessly transition new and current
golfers from schools to STPGA programs
and tournaments and to PGA
Professionals at golf courses,” according

to a joint press release. This is the third
partnership of its kind between TGA and
PGA Sections, following the lead of TGA
partnerships with the Northern Texas
PGA and Southern California PGA… The
2013 final National Golf Foundation

report on Golf Participation, just released,
has some interesting takeaways.
Approximately 3.6 million players say

they got started as golfers in 2013, split
evenly between absolute first-timers and
those “with some golf experience.” That
3.6 million has been the players-entering
number for many years now. In 2011, 2012
and 2013, the “leakage” quotient (more
leaving than coming in) has been fairly
small compared to the 2008-2010 era,
though those years still represent net
losses…. Piggybacking on Ryder Cup
attendance by golf professionals who
specialize in instruction, the combined
PGAs of Europe will hold their European

Teaching and Coaching Conference

Sept. 21-22 at the University of Stirling
Management Centre in Scotland. Some
300 attendees are expected…. Among
notable recent hires, Matt Henderson,
formerly of the Tour Academy in Las
Vegas, has been named director of
instruction and player development for
the University of Tennessee Men’s Golf
Team. Jonathan Yarwood has relocated
back to the U.S. and joins Bishops Gate

Golf Academy in Howey-in-the-Hills, Fla.,
with the title director of performance.
Bishops Gate is a new prep boarding
school program north of Orlando. In that

same market, Matt Fields, former
director of golf at the International Junior
Golf Academy on Hilton Head has joined
the Gary Gilchrist Golf Academy as an
instructor… CreateSpace Publishing

has just released “Bulletproof Putting in
Five Easy Lessons” by Michael McTeigue,
the former Northern California PGA
Teacher of the Year and Stanford MBA.
Subtitled as the “Streamlined System for
Weekend Golfers,” this paperback ($14.95
retail) and e-book publication “is written
for golfers who have limited practice time
and no desire to become slaves to the
game,” according to the publisher. It is
designed to “cut as many as five shots per
round from the average player’s score,
with minimal effort.”  ■
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A Wide Rangeof News
Keeping you up to speed on trends in the practice-and-learning sector

NGF Participation Study Identifies

Five Recruitment Incentives

Counting golfers and reporting statistics is

a core aspect of annual player-census

work by the National Golf Foundation

(NGF), but it’s not the sum total of the

effort. As part of its 2013 Golf Participation

Report, the NGF correlated what new

golfers say they want with some best

practices already occurring at U.S. golf

facilities. The bonus information about

recruit-and-retain that has emerged

breaks down into five categories.

1. Family and Friends: Nearly 75

percent of interested non-golfers said they

would be highly likely to try golf if a family

member or friend invited them.  At

Woodholme Country Club in Pikesville,

Md., PGA Golf Instructor Holly Anderson

runs golf clinics where female members

can bring up to three friends or guests.

The program has helped increase private

lessons, rounds played, golf car fee

revenue, and participation in Woodholme’s

nine-hole ladies league.

2. Kids Play Free? About 60% of non-

golfer parents reported that they would

be highly likely to play if their kids could

play or learn with them at no extra

charge.  Brian Kautz, PGA Director of Golf

and Head Professional at Shanty Creek

Resorts in Bellaire, Mich., reports having

provided more than 1,200 free junior golf

rounds through the property’s “Kids Play

Free” program over the last three years.

Shanty Creek is increasing customer

loyalty and benefitting from additional

F&B sales.

3. Comp the Buckets: Getting non-

golfers to practice at the range will help

build their skills and confidence, and

allowing them to do so at no cost

overcomes the financial barrier.  Many golf

facilities offer free range balls to those

enrolled in individual or group instruction,

but not to other customers. Meanwhile,

more than 70% of interested non-golfers

said they would be highly likely to try golf if

a local course provided free range balls for

a short, introductory period.

4. No Clubs Needed: Almost half of non-

golfers said they would act on their

interest in playing if there were an

affordable ($20 per instruction hour) group

lesson program that didn’t require them to

bring their own clubs. Get Golf Ready is

designed with this feature—could facilities

expand on it? 

5. Improve Marketing and

Advertising. More than one out of five

interested non-golfers said they would be

very likely to act on their interest in playing

if a local golf course reached out to them.

Referrals, phone calls, email marketing,

social media, direct mail, traditional

advertising, etc., are effective ways to

promote beginner golf programs and bring

non-golfers to the course.

Jonathan Yarwood
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Our design team has created an entire grip collection with cool classic looks backed 

by strong technical construction as you have come to trust from CHAMP.  All our 

models use the highest grade polyurethane, rubber, and TPO to enhance comfort, 

durability and performance.   Our pattern designs have been developed to maximize 

feel, and playability.   It’s time to try game enhancing grips by CHAMP.

sales@macneillusa.com 800.OK.CHAMPwww.champgrips.com

GRIP, LIKE A CHAMP

SOFT 
COMFORTABLE FEEL

COOL CLASSIC LOOK.

coth c

P

h co

WIDE VARIETY

OF STANDARD COLORS
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I
n cooperation with Pellucid Corp, a leading industry insight and information

provider, each month Golf Range Magazine will present research which

demonstrates how the weather has impacted the number of “Golf Playable

Hours” in multiple regions of the country.  While ranges may be somewhat less

influenced by the weather than golf courses, the above information should still

provide a performance metric worthy of review.  This map shows the

percentage increase or decrease for the month shown vs. the comparable

month from a year ago followed by the year-to-date results from January

through the current month reported.

For more information about Pellucid Corp and how the data was compiled,

visit Pellucidcorp.com.

WEATHER IMPACT ANALYSIS 
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+/-100% = increase/decrease

exceeds 100% due

to small base value

N/A = out-of-season period

and not reported

Golf Playable Hours:July
Each region includes:Month % / YTD %
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F  E  R  S   B  E  T  T  E  R

www.OrangeWhipTrainer.com

NO BODY 
LIKES A 

BAD LIE...
 

FIND YOUR
 BALANCE

The Orange Whip 
Trainer

Find Your Ideal Swing Plane
Create “Tour Pro” Lag

Perfect Sequence of Motion
Improve Tempo and Balance

Enhance Core Fitness & Flexibility

The Orange Whip 
Putting Wand

Trains Putting Tempo
Synchronizes the Putting Stroke

Convex Face Exaggerates Miss-Hits
Improves Distance & Direction Control

Battle the “Yips”

The Orange Peel 
Balance Platform

Centers Core for Balance
Teaches Proper Weight Transfer

Limits Lateral Movement
Simulates Uneven Lies

Improves Short Game Stance
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Optical Illusions on

Video Are Avoidable–

Here’s How
The camera doesn’t lie? Maybe not, but you can avoid

confusing angles that hamper your swing coaching if

you take Brad Redding’s advice and learn the technical

aspects of camera setup.

W
e don’t know any dedicated teaching professional

whose eyes didn’t widen the first time they saw the

“plane board” drawings of Ben Hogan in his “Five

Lessons” instruction book. In this month’s video,

PGA Master Professional Brad Redding of Myrtle Beach, S.C., harks

back to the image of that board on Hogan’s shoulders. It’s all to explain

about filming golf swings in such a way that you can be as accurate as

possible in assessing what you see. This raises tricky questions as to

camera placement, shaft plane, the foot line, the ball-to-target line and

other variables. From his base at The Members Club at Grande Dunes,

where he serves as director of instruction, Redding travels often to

teach and also to learn from other teachers. He consulted the renowned

Golfing Machine instructor Ben Doyle for help on this question—

and, not surprisingly, got a great answer. ■
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B U S I N E S S O F  T E A C H I N G

Have you ever inserted a ‘starter’s time’ in your lesson book?
Ever printed out a list of tasks you hate to do? Managing time
requires unusual but valuable tactics.
BY DAVID GOULD

Time Managem
Good for Busine

and Good
Your Life
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Not quite the end of a

long teaching day, as one

last lesson is warming up

and ready for the

teacher’s attention.

ment is
ess—

d for 
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The popular golf instructor can be his or her

own worst enemy when it comes to managing time.

The tendency to overbook, overcommit or let 

others overstay their welcome is an occupational

hazard. Discussing this problem, coaches seemed

to realize they need every trick in the book to keep

breathing space in their schedules and balance in

their lives. It’s a process that compares to large

public high schools trying to save electricity and

being unable to do it until they installed light

switches with built-in timers. Likewise, to save

water, big institutions had to install those faucets

that automatically shut off after a few seconds.

Time comes in units, of course. For a profes-

sional who teaches golf that basic unit is one hour—

or is it? It’s been suggested that an hour lesson re-

ally can’t mean the full hour. Instead, students have

to be trained that by a quarter to the hour the 

session is ended. For that to be enforced, some

teachers will have to emulate the high school light

switch and set an audible timer that signals the for-

mal end of the session. In general it seems that “the

busier you get the more structure you need,” to use

a classic time-management axiom. To enforce that

structure you have to practice saying ‘No’ without

actually using the word ‘No.’ That takes some cre-

ativity, mixed with compassion for the client.

For many busy directors of instruction, time

management is critical to fatigue prevention and

the quality-of-life watchword that says we must

balance work and play. It’s been observed that golf

coaches tend to schedule personal break time then

renege on that promise to themselves. One wise

tactic is to adopt the concept of the “starter’s time”

and insert scheduled breaks into the teaching

book—not in pencil but ink. For some teachers this

will be a way of getting back on schedule and
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When a lesson is going

well, the teaching

professional may let it

run too long, causing

schedule problems later.

A
ccording to the bestselling author Elizabeth G.

Saunders, “People who violate your boundaries are

thieves—they steal time that doesn’t belong to them.”

That quote from a Saunders book on “time invest-

ment” (she prefers the phrase over “time management”) echoed

a suggestion you will hear if you attend any seminar or summit

meeting for golf instructors. It boils down to this: “Part company

with the highest-maintenance types in your life.”
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thereby accommodating students, rather than 

forcing them to wait. For most would-be time-man-

agers that empty block in the book would end up

providing some valuable “me time.” That could be

quiet rest, or it could provide the opportunity 

for record-keeping, correspondence and general

problem-solving during the normal work day. 

The relationship between time and money will

always get plenty of attention in these discussion.

Brian Rogish, a PGA Professional from Farming-

ton, Pa., notes that having “too many people on

discounted programs” was an easily missed weak-

ness in the teaching operation—one that silently

forced more hours to be worked. That’s a logical

move, but there is also a temptation to solve the

lesson-book overload problem by herding a small

group of students into your remnant time, thus

turning several No answers into one Yes.

Devan Bonebrake, a staff instructor at the 

Dallas-Ft. Worth headquarters of Jim McLean Golf,

framed the time-and-money question in a global

manner. “There is the larger question of how much

teaching is enough and how much is too much,” he

comments. “It’s probably worth sitting down with

a piece of paper and calculating that X hours per

week is a good maximum. You could also figure this

out on a per-month basis or even for whole season.” 

Some suggestions are extremely simple and

practical. For example, having students set up their

own stations along the lesson tee. This was seen as

a good time-saver especially when teaching juniors.

Making time for social-media communications is

a hot button. Some teaching professionals feel that

a few blocks of lesson time might be worth trading

each week for social media time. Other teachers

will tell you they are wary of social media’s capacity

to consume excessive hours in the work week,

given the 24/7/365 nature of Facebook, Twitter,

Instagram, and the like.

Little tricks for efficient use of time were shared,

one of the better ones being to type up and print

out a set of “packing lists” to use for your various

types of trips. It’s a tool designed to leave the mind

mostly free instead of having to think about sox,

sunscreen and sport coats. On the subject of

printed lists, one expert in corporate productivity

has suggested that you print out and perhaps even

laminate a to-do list that contains only the things

you don’t like to-do.  The time-management sin of

procrastination is usually a response to undesired

tasks—having them on a list is a good reality check

to set us in motion.

For the peace and quiet that provides optimal

recharge of energy, some teachers like the idea of

heading “off-campus” during the lunch period, get-

ting to a quiet place, eating slowly, listening to

music and otherwise lowering the stress factor.

Turning off the telephone at bedtime is a similar

“boundary” suggestion. Same with creating two

versions of your calendar—one for you with all ac-

tivities and empty blocks included and another

version for colleagues or the public to see. Similarly,

use your voicemail greeting as a specific guide to

all callers regarding the timetable for your call-

back. Changing the greeting may be necessary

more often than you realize, based on your sched-

ule and whereabouts. 

There is no end of tricks for operating more 

efficiently and bringing balance to your life, but

it’s hard to predict which ones will work for a given

professional. For that reason, the suggestion to

“keep reading articles and books on time-manage-

ment” was added to the suggestion box. By all

means there is no shortage of commentary or

quotable quotes on this age-old subject. One of

the most resonant comes from the consultant and

bestselling business author Peter Drucker.  “Until

we can manage time, we can manage nothing else,”

Drucker observed.  That’s a terse statement, and a

true one—well worth remembering at any time of

your season or career.  ■
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A valued client is

motivated to listen and

learn, but they also

need to respect the

instructor’s boundaries.
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V1 Pro



ching & Training Aid:

V1 Pro is an aid that teaching
professionals and amateurs
are embracing, thanks to its
easy-to-use interface and
remarkable analysis tools
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From Shawn Humphries...
As the adage goes, “in golf, it’s all

about who you know.” Shawn Humphries

can attest to this, as he harks back to the

1980s and his introduction to V1 Sports

consultant Tim Cutshall.  At the time, Cut-

shall was involved with a company that

specialized in audio and video program-

ming. He demonstrated for Humphries

an analog video system that used VHS

tapes for recording.

“This was before the great infusion of

technology into our economy as a whole

and into the golf industry, as well,” says

Humphries, director of golf at Shawn

Humphries Golf Performance Academy

at Cowboys Golf Club in Grapevine,

Texas.

As video analysis became more popu-

lar among teaching professionals world-

wide, and as tech devices generally

became more prevalent, Cutshall became

more involved with Interactive Frontiers,

the predecessor company to V1 Sports.

Being friends and noticing how well-

versed Humphries had become, Cutshall
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Advanced 

Video Analysis
for Professionals
V1 Pro has become an essential tool of the

teaching professional and a visual guide for the

golfer making swing changes.

W
hile some teaching and training aids are decidedly low-

tech, yet still effective, V1 Pro is, and has been, on the 

cutting edge of golf swing development. V1 Sports, 

this month’s featured teaching and training aid maker,

markets V1 Pro as the No. 1 video analysis software in sports, and many

golf instructors agree. Renowned teachers Shawn Humphries and Joel

Weitz discuss how they use V1 Pro and how it has helped their different,

but very successful, instruction practices.

V1 Pro allows golf instructors to record their students’ golf swings, compare side-by-side

performances to identify improvement or faults, and also allows teachers to overlay

drawings and pan and zoom when needed.
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asked Shawn to take a look at a beta ver-

sion of V1 Pro and test it out with some of

his students.

“It was far beyond any of the VHS video

systems I had previously used,” recalls

Humphries. “It was easy to use and fairly

portable, which was great for a teacher

who was on the lesson tee as much as I

was. Now, instructors can access V1 with

laptops, tablets and even smartphones.”

Humphries has found unique ways to

use V1 Pro in his business, aside from in

basic lessons. He runs a youth academy,

which operates like a charter school with-

out academic courses, and helps over 150

youth golfers 12 months of the year. When

the students first come into contact with

the academy, even before their interview

process begins, their swings are recorded

on V1 Pro to start their official file and

begin the archive-building process. 

“V1 Pro has been great in that regard

because we now have complete archives

for all of our students, some of whom have
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Shawn Humphries, a 

two-time GRAA Top 50

Growth of the Game

Teaching Professional and

a GOLF Magazine Top 100

Teacher, is the director of

golf at Shawn Humphries

Golf Performance

Academy at the Cowboys Golf

Club in Grapevine, Texas.

TRAINING AIDS TO LOOK

FOR: SAM PuttLab

The SAM PuttLab is an analysis and
training system based on ultrasound
measurements. It analyzes the 28
parameters of the putting stroke and
displays the results in easy-to-understand
graphic reports.

(continued on page 36)

Here’s what’s really cool about it…you can share [videos] with your instructor, your 
instructor can edit it, send that link right back to you. You can have, within two or 
three minutes, “feedback” from your instructor and be half the world away. Great 
technology from FeedbacK™.

                     CHARLIE RYMER, Golf Channel Analyst
Golf Channel Morning Drive - 2014 PGA Merchandise Show

Meet the first 
voice-controlled, 
hands-free, golf swing 
training aid.

www.feedback-golf.com

feedbackgolf@

FeedbackGolf
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videos that were recorded 10 years ago,” 

reports Humphries. “It’s a system that gives

me what I need to best track the evolution

of their swings and their golf games.”  

Although he has used V1 for all of his

students for years, Humphries doesn’t use

it as frequently as some may think. 

“Some golf instructors seem to use

video as a crutch in lessons,” claims

Humphries. “It may be that they haven’t

properly trained their eyes to identify the

issues and strengths in their students’

swings.”

Humphries is different in that he does-

n’t use V1 Pro to show his students what

they are doing incorrectly in their swings.

Instead he uses it to show what solutions 

need to implemented. And when they are 

implemented, he refers back to those

exact solutions for the student to focus

on. This, in his view, is how you build and

protect the self-image when training your

athletes in any sport. 

“By using V1 Pro as positive reinforce-

ment,” explains Humphries, “we equip

our students to visually and physically im-

print the correct solutions.”

Humphries believes that it is important

for instructors to only allow positive visual

images to be seen by students. He refrains

from comparing his students’ golf swings

to tour players’ swings on V1 Pro for the
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ages 8 to 80, 

male or female

all heights and weights

left or right handed

all skill levels

A MUST HAVE TRAINING AID
FOR ALL GOLFERS:

•

•

•

•

•

The only trainer that helps golfers learn to keep a steady

head and maintain their spine angles.

Visit us at www.foreverbettergolf.com/affiliate
to learn more about the PRO affiliate program.

Email: to bobd@foreverbettergolf.com

PRO-HEAD GOLF

1358 Hooper Ave., Suite 210

Toms River, NJ 08753 

Phone: (877)396-8160

Give your golfers the benefit of the same feel that Pro

Jack Grout gave to young Jack Nicklaus with the new

and improved PRO-HEAD® 2 Trainer

“Simplicity is the key to a repeatable golf swing and the PRO-HEAD

Trainer provides my students the opportunity to build a 

simple and efficient swing by holding their heads as steady as 

possible. The PRO-HEAD helps them learn to maintain critical an-

gles when swinging the club. I love my PRO-HEAD Trainer and sug-

gest you get a unit for your Learning Center or practice area.”

—Lou Guzzi, PGA

2013 PGA Teacher of the Year

The Golf Range Association of America

Top 25 Teaching &
Training Aids

The 2014 list was selected by the
country’s top teachers

• Ernest Sports ES12

• Exertools DynaDisc

Balance Cushion

• Explanar Golf 

Training System

• K-Vest

• K-Vest K-Trainer

• Momentus Power

Hitter Driver

• MorodZ Alignment

Rods

• PING iPING Putter

App

• Right Angle 2 Golf

Training Aid

• SAM PuttLab

The Next 10:

1. Gary Wiren Impact Bag
www.golftrainingaids.com

2. Orange Whip Swing Trainer
www.orangewhiptrainer.com

3. V1 Pro
www.v1sports.com

4. Gary Wiren Power Fan
www.golftrainingaids.com

5. The Putting Arc
www.theputtingarc.com

6. Eyeline Golf: 360 Degree Mirror
www.eyelinegolf.com

7. Swingyde
www.swingyde.com

8. SNAG Golf
www.snaggolf.com

9. Momentus Weighted Iron
www.momentusgolf.com

T10. Eyeline Golf: Ball of Steel
www.eyelinegolf.com

T10. TrackMan Pro
www.trackmangolf.com

T12. Mike Bender BenderStik
www.benderstik.com
407-328-7674
MEGSAgolf@aol.com

T12. Orange Whip Orange Peel
www.orangewhiptrainer.com

T12. The Impact Ball
www.theimpactball.com

T12. V1 Golf Academy
www.v1sports.com

T16. Eyeline Golf: Golf Metronome
www.eyelinegolf.com

T16. FlightScope X2
www.flightscope.com

18. Tour Striker
www.tourstriker.com

19. Foot Wedge
www.golftrainingaids.com

T20. Eyeline Golf: Balance Rod
www.eyelinegolf.com

T20. Randy Myers Stretching Pole
www.golfstretchingpole.com

22. Medicus Dual-Hinge
www.medicus.com

23. SKLZ Smash Bag
www.sklz.com

24. Eyeline Golf: Putting Impact System
www.eyelinegolf.com

25. JC Video Arc-30 System
www.jcvideo.com

The current version of V1 Pro
software is updated with the latest
technology and has all the functions
and features instructors need built
right in. The simple user interface
helps instructors quickly navigate and
access students’ videos, model
swings and drawing tools so there is
less time spent trying to learn the
software and more time spent
delivering great instruction to players.

Notes from the Manufacturer: V1 Pro
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6-in-1 Golf Swing Trainer
For Every Swing In YOUR Game!

GOLFSTR+ is 

a Brain Trainer to 

develop muscle 

memory as you play. 

Gives you an unfair 

advantage. 

6 SWING FIXES:

1: Straight Arm 

Backswing

2, 3 & 4: Flat Wrist 

Putting, Chipping 

& Backswing

5 & 6: Lag trainer: 

Full Swing & Limit 

Lag Chipping

Call 1-855-799-9695 
www.golfstr.com 

Only $29.99

1

2
3

4

6

5

simple fact that many golfers just cannot

relate their own swings to that of an Adam

Scott or Rory McIlroy.

Over the last two decades, the rise of

technology has influenced behavior in all

walks of life, the golf industry included. As

long as professionals understand best prac-

tices around a product like V1 Pro, in his

opinion, the potential of the technology is

very positive. “If you take a look at the finest

teaching professionals around the country,”

says Humphries, “they will use V1 Pro as

a tool to help their students understand.

Yet they don’t rely on it as a means to ac-

complish everything. They can still show

their students what to do and teach them

the language of the golf swing without using

a product.”

Just like golf swings, every teaching 

professional is different. Arguably, Shawn

Humphries uses V1 Pro differently and a 

little more selectively than a lot of other

golf instructors, but he is among the first to 

argue its benefits. “I believe the student will 

improve most effectively when they 

watch video of them swinging really well, 

as opposed to video of when they are not 

swinging well. Using V1 Pro in that manner

can help any student with learning,”

concludes Humphries.

From Joel Weitz...

Video has been a part of instruction

for many years but V1 Pro software was

rated the best golf technology aid by the in-

structors who placed it at number three in

the inaugural GRAA Top 25 Teaching &

Training Aids Survey.

V1 was founded in 1995 and its strong

reputation in the golf world helped it gain

traction among the nation’s top instructors.

Joel Weitz is just one of those who turned

to V1 to aid in instruction. “I had already

known about V1 for a while when I saw it

at the PGA Merchandise Show a decade

ago,” says Weitz. “We were using a different

system and weren’t satisfied. It was more

of a laborious process and it was not as

technologically advanced as V1.”

Weitz uses the dual camera system that

he purchased years ago which allows him

to record a student from both ‘face-on’ and

‘down the line’ camera angles. “V1 is a great

teaching tool and also a perfect supplement

to all the drills that I use,” Weitz comments.

http://www.golfstr.com
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“If I am working with students on align-

ment for example, I have them practice a

certain drill but then also use the video

from the V1 unit to show them exactly

what they need to do. It is important to

use the video so they can visualize that

they aren’t yet there in certain parts of the

swing.”

As with anyone using new technology,

Weitz says that many of his students who

have never seen their swing are skeptical

at first but also excited. “A lot of people

are apprehensive because they aren’t sure 

exactly what they are going to see. It is

pretty easy to appreciate the value of V1

once I confirm the pinpointed area of

their swing.  Using V1 as a golf instruc-

tional tool can accelerate learning.”

Weitz teaches that the golf swing 

becomes more consistent with focus on

core fundamentals. When these aren’t 

ingrained, students’ errors are amplified.

This results in people thinking about too

many variables and trying to do too much.

To this end, the V1 system is invaluable

because it can provide immediate feed-

back to a student who is working on a spe-

cific part of the swing–relating back to a

core fundamental.

As might be expected with a training

aid that rated so highly on our survey,

Weitz says he uses V1 in almost every les-

son. And while he may not always use it

as a focal point in instruction, or have any

Joel Weitz, a past president 

of the Wisconsin PGA

Section as well as 2006

Wisconsin PGA Golf

Professional of the Year, is

the president and director

of golf at Vitense Golfland

in Madison.

I
n addition to the monthly GRAA Top 25

Teaching & Training Aids coverage in Golf

Range Magazine, the Golf Range

Association of America has created a 

Teaching & Training Aids Resource Center

on GolfRange.org.  This resource center

will not only archive all of the content from

the magazine, but also will house extra

content including videos, images, and

editorial on how top teachers are using

the various products from the Top 25.

In addition, the center includes a full

listing of the Top 25 Teaching & Training

Aids where readers can learn more about

the products and contact the respective

companies.

GRAA Top 25 Teaching & Training Aids Expanded
Coverage on GolfRange.org

V
isit GolfRange.org for

expanded listings of the

Top 25 Teaching & Training

Aids for 2014.

Next month’s featured product: SNAG

http://www.cs2putting.com
http://www.cs2putting.com
http://GolfRange.org
http://GolfRange.org
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drills that he only uses with V1, he does

offer some uses that he has found to be

successful.

“We offer programs centered on V1 for

various corporate clients. Basically, a 

company will schedule a two-hour (one

hour per week) swing workshop with

their employees. As part of the program,

I will record their swing using V1 and send

them an email with either a static picture

or with recorded video,” he says. “We

build on the V1 recording and golf instruc-

tion from the prior lesson, then I use the

iPad-based V1 product to fine-tune their

swing. Having the follow-up lesson is a

nice way to validate what they worked

on that week. Programs like this allow for

quality practice, rather than having a stu-

dent trying to remember what I told them,

and hopefully practicing the right mo-

tions.”

Another aspect of the V1 software that

is important to Weitz is the ability to look

back at a student’s past swings, regardless

of how long ago he worked with them.

“I have students come back after taking

a few months off from lessons,” he explains.

“They often review the results from the

prior lesson to continually build on their 

successes. Having the V1 makes it so easy

to show the students what we had been

working on and illustrate how to reinforce

the advice with continued refinements.” 

Obviously, an instructor can use V1

with any student regardless of age or 

gender and Weitz believes that since peo-

ple learn differently and might interpret

golfrangespecialties.com

TARGET 

DOME
Turn your 

driving 

range into 

a precision 

target 

range.

Happy Golfers

No Maintenance

More Profit

Used by Jim McLean at 
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in Ft. Worth Texas

special price
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$600666666666666666666666666666666666666666666600000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000066000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000
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what an instructor is trying to verbalize differently,

it is important to use the V1 as another form of com-

munication.

Weitz claims he has been so satisfied with V1 that

he sees no incentive to change to another system. Part

of that has to do with the company’s ability to include

new technology in its upgrades. While the software

has been around for the last 16 years, its continually

improved apps have been a huge success as well.

“Some of my students download the V1 app

after using it in a lesson,” says Weitz. “It is very com-

mon for me to use my iPad version or even an effi-

cient iPhone-based version to review their swing

on the golf range to record and review instantly.

V1 has done an excellent job of keeping their tech-

nology current and, most importantly, easy to use.”

V1 also maintains a consistent line of commu-

nication between student and instructor. A student

can now film a swing on the phone and send it to

the instructor for review. The more technology ad-

vances, the more V1 continues to improve. Instruc-

tors can actually position up to eight cameras in

the latest V1 model, which can provide a student

even more angles to view the swing.

As Weitz continues to record his students’

swings, he will have little to worry about when it

comes to what software system to use. V1 has him

covered from all angles.  ■

Over 75% of all PGA Tour Players Trust Their Careers to Golfersskin Sunscreen.

®

ben@golfersskin.com | 1.800.977.3440 | www.golfersskin.net (wholesale) | www.golfersskin.com (retail) 

V1 Pro can be used on the range

or in the studio from a mobile

device or a desktop computer.

mailto:ben@golfersskin.com
http://www.golfersskin.net
http://www.golfersskin.com
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Bill O’Brien, general manager at Maderas Golf Club, surveys his newly

contoured practice surface. Inset photo shows rarely used synthetic-tee strip.

R A N G E R E N O V A T I O N S

Player development programs required more range capacity at
this standout San Diego course. But a much improved “arrival
experience” was also part of the strategy. 
BY SCOTT KRAMER

Rebuilt Ra
at Madera
Comes Up Flat—
That’s a Good T
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Which is exactly what compelled Bill O’Brien,

general manager of the acclaimed Maderas Golf

Club, to lay six figures into a practice facility up-

grade back in April. Forget that the course itself is

ranked on the Golf Digest list of America’s 100

Greatest Public Courses list for 2014. Or that it’s

known by locals as one of the go-to destinations

for top golf experiences. O’Brien says his staff felt

that renovating the range “could substantially en-

hance the arrival experience, which is so important

in conveying the message we wanted to create.”

The group also realized that a range rebuild would

let them accommodate more player development

programming and opportunities. “With three full-

time instructors on board who really align them-

selves with some of the best junior golf in the

county,” O’Brien points out, “we saw that we

needed more space.”

So Troon Golf, the course’s operator, signed off

on the project. The equipment began to roll and

the whole job was finished in just three weeks. The

space that contained three tiered tee boxes on the

front end of the range was leveled to one large tee

area. “We went from having potentially about 20

tees maximum to a space where we can easily fit

50 tees now,” says O’Brien. “It gives a more dra-

matic sense of arrival” because golfers can instantly

see the depth of the entire range now, as opposed

to just the back of the elevated tee slopes, as they

walk up from the clubhouse. Sometimes simple is

worlds better.

By doing the renovation, “we added about

20,000 square feet of hittable space,” says O’Brien.

“All the slope between the tiers you couldn’t hit

from. It minimized the space. So now it’s all usable.”

From a capital-schedule standpoint, a reality had

hit home: After 14 years, the range tee boxes had

lived out their useful lives. “In order to recapture

the hittable space, we eliminated the tiers to make

a much larger space,” O’Brien explains. “In doing

so, one of the cool byproducts was a better practice

area for our most loyal customers who could spend

more time at the club.”

Although there’s an artificial turf tee strip on

the tee, it’s solely for use in inclement weather —

rare in San Diego — as well as during overseeding

and to accommodate maintenance. For Maderas,

it’s more of a supporting amenity rather than a pri-

mary one. O’Brien is adamant that “a grass tee 

experience is really what our customers want.” The

renovation also presented Maderas the opportu-

nity to sustain the PGA’s “Get Golf Ready” push.

On Thursdays in May, the course offered affordable

lessons for people new to the game. “We saw some

traction with that,” says O’Brien. “It echoed our

feelings that having a player development space

made sense for our club.”

The immaculate short-game area adjacent to
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To keep its position in

the competitive San

Diego market, the club

had to maximize

hittable space and

expose the range

visually to arriving

guests.

T
here are 100 or so golf courses in greater San Diego,

Calif. That spells stiff competition among local golf

facilities to lure public players in. Just having an 18-

hole course in great condition these days doesn’t

really add anything to the table. Golfers expect that—especially as

they are paying top dollar for the experience, as many facilities in

Southern California command. No, golf course owners and oper-

ators have to soar above and beyond golfers’ expectations. And

stay up there as long as possible.
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the front end of the range remained untouched,

with its two championship greens, four bunkers

and a tee box that allows player development and

professional practice at a high level. Golfers can

emulate the on-course experience of a par-3 and

par-4 hole in a legitimate setting: The turf is identi-

cal to that on the course, and it’s well laid out to

offer a variety of backdrops and playing conditions

without feeling convoluted. 

The back end of the 304-yard-deep, dual-ended

range was also renovated. “Our lesson business is

growing,” says O’Brien. “Each of the past three

years has been better than the year before. And we

expect that to continue. We also saw a neat oppor-

tunity, as we are now home to the Western Region

USA National Junior team. Having hittable and

coachable spaces makes a big difference for those

teams preparing to compete on a larger scale.”

Again the flexibility quotient seemed important.

Having spacious conditions on both the front end

and the back end, where the project also created

additional space for Maderas teaching profession-

als, has been impactful. “We’re club of record to

Tiffany Jo, a local LPGA Tour pro, as well as Maria

Hernandez, who has won on the LPGA Tour and

in Europe,” says O’Brien. “They both call Maderas

their home and we’re proud of those affiliations.

We like to give athletes and professionals of that

level an experience that they can feel very good

about.”

As a result of the expansive views and a large

flat teeing  area, the renovation also created more

function space. “We hosted a wedding on the range

two weeks ago, and we’re hosting a company pic-

nic in a few weeks,” says O’Brien. “By having one

larger, more dramatic space, we really opened it

up to other types of activities. It’s more practical

and because now you can see more of the vastness

of the horizon, it tends to present better. Before

you were somewhat isolated from the entire 

practice range.”

Factoring in the dollar cost, O’Brien and Troon

officials see themselves coming out ahead. “An im-

provement like this adds value to our customers,”

says O’Brien. “It’s not inexpensive to be relevant

today — you see that time in and time out from

restaurants and hotels that are constantly finding

ways to upgrade their appointments and offerings

and programming. And golf courses that want to

stay relevant have to do more of that, too.” The

new setting truly sets the tone for what golfers come

to expect at Maderas--great services, a compelling

view, creature comforts, new range balls and more. 

“We wanted there to be harmony in the overall

design and layout,” says O’Brien. “It wasn’t by any

means an afterthought. It was designed to be a 

critical element of the entire experience.”  ■
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“We’re proud that LPGA
Tour playerscall
Maderas G.C.
home.”

—Bill O’Brien

A top-quality short-

game section is part of

the reason that lesson

business keeps growing

at Maderas G.C.
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At Ak-Chin Southern D

Building a Better  W
Years ago the managers of a top-tier golf facility enjoyed plenty of demand.
Today the proactive approach and great programming are needed—
Ak-Chin is working toward those goals. BY TOM MACKIN
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P L A Y E R D E V E L O P M E N T

Beauty plus a challenge: The par four 2nd hole at the 

Ak-Chin Southern Dunes Golf Club.
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Dunes,
 Welcome Center
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Located south of Phoenix and covering just

over 22,000 acres, the Ak-Chin Indian Community

got into the golf business in 2010 with the recla-

mation of original tribal land that included South-

ern Dunes, an 18-hole Brian Curley/Lee Schmidt

design (with input from Fred Couples) that de-

buted in 2002 as an all-male club. Fully open to

the public after multiple ownership changes, and

located on the northernmost part of the commu-

nity’s land, the layout had always been known as

one of the tougher challenges in the Southwest.

Now the bunker-laden course is about to get

slightly softer through a renovation project this

summer, including extensive work on the existing

practice area.

“Looking at both the location and how success-

ful Troon Golf is at managing courses and promot-

ing the game of golf, we decided this project is

something we are definitely going to support,” says

Louis Manuel, Jr., tribal chairman. “We wouldn’t

be doing this if it wasn’t positive for the community

or for the game itself. With our distance from a lot

of other courses, we have to have a uniqueness

that will give people reasons to come out here.”
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Top photo shows another Troon Golf facility's instruction amenity, at Lake of Isles Golf Club in Connecticut. Lower

photo: An evening panoramic of Ak-Chin Southern Dunes

A
nyone can talk about growing the game of golf. Doing

something practical to make that actually happen is

another story entirely. Arizona’s Ak-Chin Indian

Community has taken the latter path, and a reno-

vated practice facility is playing a major role.
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Overseen by original course designer

Brian Curley, plans call for removing mul-

tiple bunkers and reducing the size of oth-

ers, then installing additional tee boxes

on multiple holes to address various playa-

bility issues. Driving a large part of the ren-

ovation project is a practice area that was

sorely underutilized on most afternoons.

“We would hit twilight time and there

would only be a few stragglers out there,”

says general manager Brady Wilson.

“We’re just trying to find a way to maxi-

mize this part of the facility and help grow

the game.”

Although designed to be a dual ended

range, the facility’s north end has never

gotten much use at all due to lack of access.

A cart path will be built to remedy that

issue and the area will be renovated to

make it a true secondary practice area. It

also will increase the space that could po-

tentially be used for instruction, and pro-

vide some additional flexibility to flip flop

range ends if needed.

Some new teeing area will be added in

front of current teeing area to create more

hitting space. A fairway bunker will be

added along the edge of the tee area to en-

able golfers to practice those shots. A fair-

way look will be incorporated through

the middle of the entire range, with six tar-

get greens — each bracketed by bunkers.

 The

Putting
 Stick®

PUTT LIKE PROS!

U.S. Patent# 5,409,231 & Pat. Pending

tpkgolf.com 800-433-4653
����*OEVTUSJBM�#MWE��t��8BDPOJB�./������

Help students learn to…

PGA Pros
ASK FOR YOUR

DISCOUNT!

Mirror allows your student to 

monitor correct Eye Alignment.

Gives precise visual feedback 

about student Stroke Accuracy.

Detect and correct student’s 

Stroke Path and Face 

Angle Errors.

Teaches your students to

Accelerate Through the Ball 

to maintain true roll of the ball 

down the stick.

Helps practice 

Square Putter Face at impact.
If squareness of putter face is of even 

¼ of 1˚ ball will not stay on stick.

Original

Putting Stick®

New
Putting Stick® Pro

With built-in mirror
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As this schematic plan indicates, the reconstruction of a practice complex has to have the

same precision as course-building.
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To create what will be a six-hole practice course

available on select afternoons, small tee boxes will

be placed along the edge of the practice facility.

Wilson says plans for a junior golf program that

will utilize the renovated practice area are still being

developed. But he indicates that the broad outline

will be based on life skills and golf skills being taught

side-by-side. “We may have a Saturday session that

will be more instruction-based, while there could

be an after school program where juniors could

just show up and play. They can take what they

learn on the weekends and put that into play. It

gives us a better chance to provide the youth and

adults of the Ak-Chin community a better chance

to understand and experience the game. It will also

help us reach out to the growing city of Maricopa

and support the grow the game concept.”

While golf will never be a primary moneymaker

for the Ak-Chin Indian Community — its main rev-

enue stream comes from Harrah’s Ak-Chin Casino

and Resort, which celebrates its 20th anniversary

this December and is located 10 miles southeast

of the course, as well as an industrial park and mul-

tiple farms — there is hope that such a high-profile

amenity can become self-sustaining. “Our main

goal is to make the facility a revenue generator,”

says Manuel. “Compared to the casino, it won’t be

as great a revenue generator, but it is going to be

In a quiet setting some 10 miles from the Ak-Chin casino, Southern Dunes is an outlet for youth of the

community to gain the benefits of golf participation.
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there as long as the course is maintained and seen

as a positive thing for our community.”

Ak-Chin Southern Dunes is not the only exam-

ple of a Tribal-owned property where an

added emphasis has been placed on estab-

lishing and maintaining top-notch practice.

At Turning Stone Resort Casino in upstate

New York, some 30 miles east of Syracuse,

an indoor facility known as the Golf Dome

continues to get upgraded. Already open

year round with 40 hitting stations and two

golf simulators, the Golf Dome is now home

to a state-of-the-art Taylor Made Tuned Per-

formance Center that offers the latest fitting

technology. There’s also a SAM Putt Lab

for a high-tech putter fitting experience.

At Lake of Isles, a 36-hole complex at

the Foxwoods Resort Casino owned by

the Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Nation

in northeast Connecticut, instruction gets

a high priority. Now in its ninth year, the

highly regarded Troon Golf Academy is

led by Derek Hooper, whose team can re-

main indoors thanks to four indoor studios

equipped with V1 swing analysis and Golf

Biodynamics 3D swing analysis or head

outside to use 60,000-square-feet of tee

space plus putting, chipping and bunker

practice areas.

Back at Ak-Chin Southern Dunes, the renova-

tions are expected to have long-lasting effects.

“The best part of this project is that everyone talks

about how to grow the game, but I think the Ak-

Chin Community is actually taking steps toward

making that happen,” says Wilson. “They’re lis-

tening to player surveys and wanting to make

some of the suggested changes that will help the

facility become the best it can be. They’re being

proactive about growing the game because they

want to be part of the future for golf, not just part

of the present.”

“We’re not looking at the course and practice

area as just something sitting out there for us to put

money down and not have it go anywhere,” says

Louis J. Manuel, Jr., tribal chairman. “What we are

changing and improving are things that are going

to enhance the course, and create something that

we can build upon and build off of as our community

and the city of Marcopa continue to grow.”  ■
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Wanted... 

Used Golf Ball Dispenser,
Gary (Ohio) 937-648-9151 or

smilehigh@woh.rr.com
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Golfersskin

Golfersskin Sunscreen is an ultra-performance sunscreen line

developed in New Zealand and specifically formatted for golfers.

Golfersskin offers total UVA/UVB broad spectrum protection from the

elements.  Paraben free, paba free, and nanoparticle free Golfersskin

powerfully nourishes your skin with moisturizing Aloe Vera and

world-renowned UMF 18 Manuka Honey.

No matter how much you sweat, its non-greasy formula won’t run

into your eyes, and most importantly will not interfere with your grip

when you’re lining up your shot.  Golfersskin leaves you free to focus

on what really matters.

To learn more visit: www.golfersskin.net

1. Bracketron

(866) 237-4443

www.bracketron.com

2. Champ

(800) OK.CHAMP

www.champspikes.com

3. Coastal Netting

(800) 726-3354

www.coastalnetting.com

4. Easy Picker

(800) 641-4653

www.easypicker.com

5. Ernest Sports

(855) 354-4653

www.ernestsports.com

6. Explanar

(407) 227-3871

www.explanar.com

7. Feedback Enterprise

(757) 320-4494

www.feedback-golf.com

8. Foresight Sports

(858) 880-0179

www.foresightsports.com

9. Green Active Golf CS2

+ (27) 82 4178129

www.greenactivegolf.com

10. Golf Around the World

(800) 824-4279

www.golfaroundtheworld.com

11. Golf Web Design

(888) 287-2614

www.golfwebdesign.com

12. golfersskin

(800) 977-3440

www.golfersskin.net

13. GOLFSTR

(289) 837-0563

www.golfstr.com

14. Links Technology

(847) 252-7600

www.linkstechnology.com

15. Mitchell Golf

(800) 437-1314

www.mitchellgolf.com

16. Orange Whip Trainer

(877) 505-9447

www.orangewhiptrainer.com

17. Pepsi

(866) 737-4653

www.pgalinks.com

18. Ping

(800) 474-6434

www.ping.com

19. Power Tee

(877) 769-3781

www.powertee.com

20. Pro-Head Trainer

(877) 369-8160

www.pro-head.com

21. Range Servant

(800) 878-8050

www.rangeservant.us

22. Sand Dollar’s Solutions

(610) 334-4103

www.sand-dollars.com

23. Tex-Net

(800) 541-1123

www.texnetusa.com

24. The Putting Arc

(800) 898-0701

www.theputtingarc.com

25. The Putting Stroke Teacher

(309) 358-1602

www.tpsteacher.com

26. TPK Golf

(800) 433-4653

www.tpkgolf.com

27. Tru Turf

(559) 421-9005

www.truturf.co

28. UST/Mamiya

(800) 277-0534

www.ustmamiya.com

29. Wittek Golf

(800) 869-1800

www.wittekgolf.com

R E A D E R S E R V I C E

Featured Partners

UST Mamiya

Since 1991, UST Mamiya graphite shafts are favored by recreational

and competitive golfers worldwide.  In 2009, UST (U.S.) combined

operations and assumed responsibility for the sports division of its

parent company, Mamiya-OP (Japan) and now leads the drive for quality

and innovation globally.  UST Mamiya provides shafts to consumers,

retailers, club-fitters and original equipment manufacturers.

UST Mamiya’s recoil iron shafts with exclusive recoil™ technology,

brought feel back into the shaft, while allowing players to hit a 

wide range of shots that result in better distance control and pin

seeking accuracy.

To learn more visit: www.ustmamiya.com

Welcome to the Family!

At the GRAA, we appreciate the business of all our partners that support our
many endeavors such as Golf Range Magazine, GRAA Best Practices, the GRAA
Awards Program, the GRAA Boot Camp Series as well as many other digital and
relationship programs.  Recently, the GRAA has welcomed the following new
partners who have come on board to support the range side of the business and
partner with our members on growing the game and growing revenue at your
respective facilities:

FlightScope

(407) 967-7121

www.flightscope.com

Golf Range Specialties

(804) 305-3743

www.golfrangespecialties.com

PlaneSWING

(256) 282-9098

www.planeswing.com

Sterling Cut Glass

(800) 543-1317

www.sterlingcutglass.com/golfawards
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SOMETIMES
This Close

IS CLOSE ENOUGH
TO BRAG ABOUT

Register Your Facility for Get Golf Ready

at PGALinks.com Today

OUT HERE, EVERY DAY IS PERFECT, 

EVEN WHEN YOU’RE NOT.
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P R E F E R R E D V E N D O R S

Golf Range Association of
America Preferred Vendors
In recognition of their support and participation, The Golf Range

Association of America wishes to thank the following GRAA

Preferred Vendors.

800 OK CHAMP

www.champspikes.com

Official Spike and Tee Supplier

800-726-3354

www.coastalnetting.com

Exclusive Netting Company

800-641-4653

www.easypicker.com

Official Range Equipment Supplier

EASY PICKER
®

GOLF PRODUCTS

800-869-1800

www.wittekgolf.com

Official Range Equipment Supplier

888-287-2614

www.golfwebdesign.com

Official Web Designer

877-769-3781

www.powertee.com

Official Automated Tee System

800-541-1123

www.texnetusa.com

Exclusive Netting Company
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